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Short annotation
Architecture of Havířov in the Era of Socialist Realism
Building of Havířov was part of complex Nová Ostrava. Nová Ostrava was key project of first five-year
plan.
There was used insufficiently explained method of socialist-realism, which was from SSSR.
Important for sympathy of formation Havířov is poltical and cultural development of ČSR after Second
world war. Important is explanation of idea and platform of the new method and comparing of examples
in architecture and art. 
Base of this work is a analysis of execution of a project method of socialist realism in Havířov. Firstly in
this part is a history in ostrava’s region, because this progress is connected with coal fields. Next are
history of building Havířov, analysis and comparing of town planning, architecture and art. Connection
of urbanism, architecture and art made synthesis for re-education of people. The best for rating of new
town, which is built on green field, is survey of contemporary of inhabitants.
Socialist realism’s architecture in Havířov grew up at bad time, but this architecture is pleasant place for
life, has mainly human dimension, public lawns and diversity.
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